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Optimum Taxation and Shadow Pricing in a Developing Economy 

by 

Christopher Heady and Pradeep ~itra 

Abstract 

This paper analises the determinants of optimal tax and investment 
polieies in a developing eountry and investigates how those polieies should 
respond to .'\ s·:,*tained ris"! in the price of imported intermediate inputs such 
as oil. Th.- ~ffeet on the terms of trade between industry and agrieulture are 
also repo'~ I.ed. The paper breaks new ground by combining in one model the tax 
and inves 1.ment ?olieies considered in the literature on. slt·4w ... ·p.ci'=,i..n..,-.uui '':'I 

ineentives in tho presenee of tax restrietions with the notion of JiabeuJ:" 
market imperfeetion eentral to contributions on the daal- et;.q,.pom~. This 
general model is then subjeeted to external shoeks. 

A simple general equilibrium model is constructed and its parameters 
are chosen so that it can approximat~ly replicate the observed economic data 
for a particular developing country. Optimal policies are first derived 
analytically, providing rules for organizing production, setting taxes and 
offsettin~ labour market distortions. They are then computed under 
alternative assumptions about government objectives, its ability to tax 
transactions within the agricultural sector of a developing economy and the 
environment in which government policies must operate. While many important 
insights can be obtained from simple static models, an analysis of investment 
policy also requires ~he computation of optimal intertemporal policies. This 
paper presents optimal one-period polieies as well as optimal steady-state 
policies. 

The n~erical analysis demonstrates that the optimal tax structure 
depends crucially on the extent to which agriculture can be taxed and on the 
assumptions made about the distribution of land ownership among rural and 
urban residents. )t turns out that, whenever tax restrictions are present, 
increased prices ~ imported energy reduce the size of government subsidies. 
There is also a s~gestion that increases in the energy price sf.uuld lead to a 
reduction in the qptimal rate of investment • .. 

• - • • 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the relationships between 

taxation, tariff and inve~tment policies and such key prices as shadow wage 

rates and acc?unting rates of interest used in the evaluation of alternative 

policies and projects in a develo?ing economy. The exercise makes precise the 

crucial role of assumptions about the domain of government control, the nature 

of rural to urban migration, the pattern of property rights and trade , 

possibilities open to the economy. The effects of varying these assumptions 

on optimal public policies and associated shadow prices are then examined both 

analytically as well as numerically. Ihis ca~_.~.!!~P\so~ate those 

considerations to which the results are particularly sensitive and thus poi~c 

to areas whic:h should receive priority in empirical work. 

The motivation underlying this work is the following. Cost-benefit 

analysis evaluates changes in the economy at shadow prices which represent 

social opportunity costs. Of the numerous reasons which cause shadow prices 

to diverge from market prices, two ~y b~ cited. First, there are numerous 

distortions in developing countries, especially with respect to the operation 

of labour markets •. Second, the difficulty of raising resources for investment 

makes the latter socially more valuable than consumpt~on which accordingly 
• 

receives a lower weight in cost-benefit calculations. One of the objectives 

of this work therefore is to examine the relation between market prices and 

shadow prices in a model which includes labour market' failure as well as tax 

• • 

t .. 
... .. ., 
• 
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restrictions which can prevent ne ~overnment' from mobilizing resources except 

in an incr~asingly distortionary .dY. 11 

Another objective of this work is provided by the need to discover 

how optimal policies and shadow prices in a labour market-distorted, tax-

restricted developing economy respond to a rise in the price of imported 
'.! :'(, 
I:},' 

intermediate inputs such as oil. The reasonfot" studying the impac(;of 

increased oil prices is clear enough. ~any developing countries have s~ffered 

considerably from the i'creas~d oil prices of the 1970s and early 1980s. It 

is then interesting to ask how taxes and shadow p.ri'Ca·~t.inat can oe~'a:!;.'.i .. f~!' 

decentralized evaluation of policies and projects shou,J.:j,'resp!ir..""'i.Q.$.lU;,b,a 

change in the price of oil. 

A fully satisfactory treatm~nt of these questions requires the 

formulation and empirical implementation of an intertemporal model of an 

archetypal developing economy. The intellectual antecedents of the present 

work are: (1) the basic model of optimum taxation and public production due 

to Diamond and ~irrless (1971), as extended co tax-restricted economies by 

Stiglitz and Dasgupta (1971), ~unk (1980) and Heady and ~itt~ (1982) and (2) 

the model of optimal development in a dual economy due to :)ixit (968), Stern . . . 
(1972) and Newbery (1972). The approach breaks new ground by combining in one 

model:,the tax and investment policies considered in the first area .. ith the 

. f 
notloft of dualism that is central to the second. This leads to a quancita~ive -.. 
fraInew>rk for studying the main ques:ions of cost benefit .lOalysis as - • • 

11 This is noc to deny the p::-actical importance of PoticT-imposed distortions 
in trade regimes and other incencive systems. The focus of the present 
study is the behavior of an optimizing government in the presence of 
"natural" distortions. 
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developed in L~IDO (1972) and Little and ~irrlees (1974), and helps make clear 

that the context for that work is an optimizing government with limited tools 

at its disposal. 

The general model so developed is then subjected to external shocks 

such as a deterioration in th~ terms of trade. Empirical evidence on the 

magnitude of such shocks and the adjustment made by developing countries'is 

analyzed in Balassa (1981) and, using a macroeconomic mo'delling approach, by 

~itra (1983). Numerical simulation of the effects of shocks in applied 

general equilibriu~ models of archetypal developi~g countries has been 

undertaken by Dervis, de ~elo and Robinson (1982). But in doini so within a 

framework which captures some of the institutional structure of a developing 

country, the work breaks new ground by providing a un\fied perspective on the 

entire range of tax, tariff and production adjustments which are desirable in 

response to external shocks. 

The methodology employed here is similar to that in Heady and Mitra 

(1982). A general .~quilibrium model '",hich is simple enough to capture the 

issues outlined above is constructed and a number of analytical results are 

derived. The analy~ical approach provides useful characterizations of certain 
... 

features of a solution and serves as a valuable check on r,umerical 

calculations. But the resulting formulae are frtquently too complicated to 

indicate the ma'gnitude of the 'Jedges bet''''een maJet prices and' shadow prices -· • and the sensitivity of those results to under1y~g assumptions about 
• -gO'/ernment objectives, the degree of control over pol icy instruments and the 

en'/ironment in which those policies operate. To get a feE~l for these issues, 

the paper adopts a numerical approach. ?arameter · .. alues eire chosen so that 

the model can approximately replicate observed economic ~ata for a particular 
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country and optimal policies are then computed under a large number of 

different assumptions. 

The computation of intertemporal policies in this type of model, with 

several sectors and limited government control, is entirely new and has proved 

to be difficult and costly in computer time. To make the program of work and 

the presentation manageable, this paper concentrates on'the static model and 

on a special kind of dynamic model, viz., steady states. Many impor~ant 

insigh~s can be obtained from studying these cases. Results from 

intertemporal analysis, though available, are at a preliminary st.ag-elami-,i.'t 

is hoped to present that work separately elsewhere. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines 

the basic model. Section 3 discusses those results that can be obtained 

analytically. Section 4 uses the model to solve for optimal static 

policies. Section 5 looks at the dynamic aspects of policy by considering the 

model in steady-states. Section 6 summarizes the main results. The appendix 

gives a formal statement of the model and derivations of the analytical 

results discussed in Section 3. 

2. The !'fodel 

Production and Trade 

The economy is divided into a rural sector and an urban sector. The 

rural sector produces food, which is a traded good, using land and labour, 

both of which are factors spec~ic to the sector, and fertilizer, which is 

purchased from the urban sector and the rest of the wl)rld. The urban sector 

produces three goods: a traded consumer good (clothing). a nontraded consumer 

good (services) and an intermediate good (fertilizer). using capital, urban 

labour and i~ported energy. These factors are assumed to be fully mobile 

f .. 
-.. 
• • 

il 
I 
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among the three urban-based industries. As there is no domestic capitaL goods 

industry, any investment takes the form of buying capital goods from abroad. 

The country is assumed to be unable to borrov or lend internationally. Thus, 

investment is paid for by a balance of trade surplus on all other goods. It 

is assumed that food, clothing, fertilizer and energy are internationally 

traded at fixed vorld prices. With the eXC'l!ption of energy, vhich must btf 

imported, the direction of trade is determined endogenously in the model. 

Consumption 

There is a constant population, and people in the economy are assumed 

to be identical, except that some live and "Jork in the rural:. sector and the ~ 

rest live and work in the urban area. They are assumed to choose thelr hours 

of work and consumption of food, clothing and services by maximizing their 

utility subject to the going vrices and other incomes that they have. 

Migration 

Individuals have the cho:ce of migrating from one sector to the 

other. This raises the issue of what assumption is appropriate regarding a 

rural to urban migrant's rights to income from land. The paper presents t~o 

polar alternatives. !iodel 1 assumes that people who miyrate from the rural 
I 

sector give up their rights to land, uhile migrants into the rural sector 

acquire rights to land. Thus, land is divided equally among all rural . ... 
re!idents. Model 2 assumes that the ownership of land and the income accruing 

frim it are divided equally among the entire population. 

• 
.. 

It is recognijed 
• -that these alternatives embody different assumptions about the property rights 

enjoyed by potential migrants. However, empirical evidence on this maccer is 

regrettably scarce in developing countries, 50 that the present approach to 

• 
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this question must be taxonomic. Sensitivity of the results to these 

alternati~e specifications will be illustrated through numerical analysis. 

It is assumed that everyone has the same utility function in terms of 

leisure and consumption goods. However, it is also assumed that people 

dislike living in urban areas so that their utility is reduced by a given 

prop~rtion. Thus, if a particular consumption and leisure choice would result 

in a utility of V~ for a rural resident, it would produce a reduced',utility 

of ev~ (where e < 1) for an urban resident. A migration equilibrium occurs 

when the utility of rural residents, VA'~. is equal to the reduced utility of 

urban residents, ev~. 

Ownership 

Rural and urban labour are owned by the inhabitants of the respective 

sectors. The ownership of l&nd is also private but its division across 

sectors depends on which of tne two ~odels of migration is considered. All 

capital stock is owned by the government, although nothing would be altered if 

it were privately owned but subject to a 100% profits tax. 

Tax Restrictions 

All private sector agents behave competitively in as much as they 

• take market prices as given. It is in principle possible to allow for 

differences in prices between producers and consumers as well as between rural 

and urban prices. In that event;!there are tour different sets of prices: 

urban consumer prices (q), urban ~oducer prices (m), rural consumer prices 

• (r) and rural producer prices (p). However, given the institutional structure 

of the economy, it may be virtually impossible to vary those price~ 

independently. It is reasonable to impose the restriction that the government 

cannot drive a wedge between the price at which a rural producer sells food 
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and that at vhich a rural ~onsumer buys it. Nor, similarly, can the 

government be interposed betveen a rural agent in its manifestation as a 

supplier of lab~ur and land and its manifestation as a demander of those 

inputs into food production. To assume the contrary vould be to allov 

taxation or. intra-household trades. For this reason, it is supposed that 

r • p, i.e., that it is not possible to tax or subsidize internal cramsactions 

vithin the rural sector. Taxes or subsidies can and vill hovever be levied on 

the sector's transactions vith the rest of the economy and the outside vorld, 

viz., on the marketed surplus Jf food and the purchase of clothing, utilities 

and fertilizer. This limitation to taxing only net trades'means chat, .. iJ::ol.'ll 4 

public finance point of viev, there is no longer any significance r:(J-tlte~· 

distinction betveen production and consumptio~ in rural areas. There is no 

loss in simply regarding a farm as a consumer thac purchases clothing, 

services and fertilizer .hich it finances by selling food. 

In addition to the above restriction , vhich is less an assumption 

than a virtual necessity dictated by the institutional structure of the 

problem, it is assumed that there are certain commodity specific tax 

r~strictions. This applies to agricultural output, A, and clothing, C. It is 

supposed that the ratio of the consumer prices of goods A and C in the rural 

And urban sectors are equal. The restrictions may be vritten: 
r

A 
qA = l+~ 

rC 
QC= 1+1/1 • • 

--• -
Thus, a consumer from one sector cannot get more favourable terms on these 

commodities by pretending to be a consumer from the other sector. The 

assumption is intended to reflect the practical difficulties of implementing 
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dual pricing policies in situations where possibilities of arbitrage are 

present. It does not apply to services which can oft~n be provided in a 

discriminatory manner. For example, rural electricity can be sold a~ a 

different price from urban electricity. 

It is worth noting here and elsewhere that a subsidy is ~roduced by a 

negative tax on a good an agent buys ,or a positive tax Qn & lood an agent 

sells. 

Choica of Numeraire 

The calculation of taxes and subsidies requires a numera.it'e to be 

chosen and it is tnerefore worth noting that the. ~rcieal_ ~t.a~ c.a1'tes 

presented depend critically on that chotee';"The specirf<:;!I~i ... ndDigrdnts' 

rights to land income has implications for the choice of numeraire. In both 

modei~, decisions by rural consumers depend solely on rural consumer prices, 

while decisi~ns by r~ral (resp. urban) producers depend solely on rural (resp. 

urban) producer prices. The situation is however different for urban 

consumers. With all connections to the rural sector severed in Modell, their 

ecol<omic decisions depend solely on urban consumer prices. This ceases to be 

true in Model 2, where the retention of rights to land inc~me causes the 

con-lumer price of land, in addition to urban consumer prices, to aif~t their 

decisions. 

Both models p~rmit producer prices in each sector to be nor~aliz~d 

independentl~·. Furthermore, Model 1 allows consumer-prices in each sgctor to 

• be nOt'il,alized independently as well. In the results"presented below, it o",ill 

be usual to choose rural food as the numeraire for rural consumers as well as 

for producers. Urban food will be selected as the n~~eraire for urban 

consumers. The issue is unimportant for urban produce~s whom, under the 
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a9sumptions of the model, it will turn out never to be opti~.l either to tax 

or subsidize. Since rural and urban consumer prices both include the c~nsumer 

price of land ira !'fodel 2, they can no longer be normalized independently. It 

will therefore be usual, when presonting results for ~odel 2, to choose land 

as the numeraire for both sets of c"nsumer!J and, to make the results'more 

comparable, for rural producers as well. Once again, the issue is of no 

consequence for urban producers. 

Shadow Taxes and Subsidies 

In models such as these, it will turn ~ut that'th'ere is 'yet another 

set of prices, viz., sha:l.'w prices at which the governn:ent calculate; s the 

costs and benefits of any proposed policy change. Since shadow prices 

represent social opportunity costs, it is natural to think of wedges between 

consumer (resp_ producer) pri~es and shadow prices as capturing the degree of 

intervention in cunsumer (resp. producer) decisions. Those wedges may be 

referred to as "shadow taxes,H although for brevity they will be referred to 

as taxes, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. As an example, the sha~ow 

tax rate on an urban consumer good is defined as 

[Urban consumer price of the good I Shadow price of the good _ 1] X 100% 

Urban consumer price of nuferaire I Shadow price of numeraire 
... 

-.. 
The definition of .. dow prices will becc..·-~ clear once the overall -optimization problem has been described. 

Social Valuation 

In the seatic version of the ~odelf the government maximizes a social 

welfare function of the form: 
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where LA is the number of people in the rural sector ~ il the number of 

people in the urban secto::-. VA is theuc:ility,of rural residenu, GV
M 

h 

the reduced utility of urban residents. u is a parameter which reflects the 

government's concern for inequality, ran~ing from u a 1 (pure 

utiL itarianism) to u a -ao ("Rawlsian" concern vit!\- t:l'te:~efliare. ~.' ~ ...... t-

off individual). It will be noticed that where the Glisr.tC'iCfft'c·onstrairit is 

bindin~, so tha~ VA = GVM t the above reduces to 

u ;. 0 

a u = 0 

where L = LA + ~t the total population in the economy. 

The Optimization Problem 

The government chooses consumer and producer prices in each sector to 

maximize social welfare su~ject to (1) equality of demand and supply in 

markets for all gcods and factors; (2) overall balance of payments equilibrium .. 
and (3) restrictions on po~sibilities of taxation. The shadbw price of a .. 
good, whicQ emerges from a solution to this problem, reflec~ the addition to 

• • the economy's social welfare arising from the availability ot an extra unit of 

that good. The requirement of equilibrium on the balance of payments, 

combined with the assumption th3t all consumers are on their budget 

constraints, implies that the government budget must balance, i.e, that the 

sum of tax revenue and returns to publicly owned capital must equal the sum of 

subsidies and the value of public consumption. 
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Dynamic ~odel 

The dynamic version of the model is the same, except that the 

government can divert some ~f its revenues from subsidies to investment that 

vill increase next period's capital stock: 

vhere Kt is capital stock in period t 

It is investment in period t. 

As mentioned above, such investment requires the importation of 

investment goods and is thus a char6~ on the batdnce of payments. 

The government is assumed to di~count future utility more heavily, 

the farther removed it is from the present. The intertemporal objective 

function 1S thus: 
~ 

! (1 + 6)-t ~.[LAt(VAt)U + ~t(aVMt)U] 
t=O 

for ~ ~ O. The usual modification is made for U = 0 • 

~ost of this paper is devoted to results from the static model, 

except for Section 5 ~hich concentrates on optimal steady states 

Resource Flows: An Example • • 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the analytical and numerical 

results, it is useful to trace the main flows of resources in the economy in 

tabular form for what is described later in the paper as the base case for 

~odel 1, where rural to urban migrants lose all rights to land income. This 

will also help illustrate the role of the numeraire in the presentation of the 
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results. An entry in rov i and column j of Table 2.1 represents a fl~v from 

the agent designated on top of the column to the agent designated at the 

beginning of the rov. Thus the entry 0.266 in (row 3 1 column la) represents 

the expenditure of rural households on own food consumption. A rov total 

shovs total incomings for the agent in thae rov"whUe .. column,~l!otal 

signifies total outgoings for the agent in that column. In drawing up the 

table, it vas decided to adopt the folloving normalization: each set of 

producer prices, rural and urban, each set of consumer prices, rural and urban 

and the set of shadov pricu are normal ized to ac:fd '~o uBit-y... the. parrie-aIar 

normalization cho~en affects the sign and magnitude of 'the entries in the 

table, a~ vill become clear. 

It is convenient to begin by focussing on public activities in the 

economy. The public sector is subdi#ided into commodity-specific procurement 

agencies wh~ are entrusted ~ith buying commodities from different sectors and 

the rest of the world at different prices. Thus, for example, the food 

procurement agency which may, in the developing country context, be thought of 

as a marketing board, pays agricultural producers 0.836 (rov 4a, column lc) to 

get marketed surplus at producer prices. Rov 1c indicates that the agency 

sells food to urban households at urban consumer prices (0.279 at column (lb) 

and exports food!at shadow prices (0.195 at column 5). Thesa numbers also 

shov that the agency's expenditures (0.836) exceed income (0.474), so that its 
• -losses on food trade must be financed by profits elsewhere in the public 

sector. By contrast, for example, the fertilizer procurement agency imports 

at shadov prices (0.018 at ro~ 5, column If and sells to farmers at producer 

prices (0.043 at rov If, column 4a), realizing a ptofit on its operations. 

The activities of the energy agency and the services agency (think of the 
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latter as an electricity authority} can be described 1n an analogous ~ay. It 

should be clear that entrusting procurement agencies ~ith the task of 

differential pricing is a particular institutional interpretation and that the 

analysis of the model may be applied to other institutional settings as well. 

Consider next the behavior of the private sector. Rural ho~seholds 

earn income from labour and land (valued in';row la,. columns' 2a and,2d 

respectively at rural consumer prices) and spend it on clothing, services and 

food ?roduced on the farm (valued in column la, rows Id, Ie and 3 

respectively, again at rural consumer prices). Row:lb and ":ob&II!A..lti·\'iex-sif:e 

the behavior of urban households at urban'co-nsumer prices. r ...... :~.al5 

expenditure for all households. Production activities are portrayed in 44 to 

4d. Their incomes originate from selling output to the procure~ent agencies 

(with agriculture also "selling" nonmarketed food to itself) and paying 

commodity and factor inputs. All sectors break even at the appropriate 

producer pr.ces. 

Column 5 shows the economy's export earnings from food, while row 5 

portrays expenditures on clothing, fertilizer and energy imports, resulting in 

b.:alanced trade. 

It remains to discuss the operations of general government as well as 

t::te factor accounts. The receipts of "general government" arise from the 

factor accounts. Public ownership of capttal confers rents -- 0.657 at row 

• lh, column 2c. Further~ore, with the particular normalization chosen in the 

table, the rural consumer price of both labour and land are less than the 

rural producer prices, resulting in a flow of resources to the government from 

rural labour (0.077 at row Ih, column 2a) and from lar.d (0.062 at row Ih, 
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column 2d). II Expenditures of general ~overnment (column Ih) may be 

similarly described. ~it~ this particular normali7.ation, the urban consumer 

price of labour exceeds its urban producer price, resulting in a subsidy of 

0.729 (at row 2b) while the rural consumer price of food falls short of its 

producer price, leading to a subsidy of 0.039 (at row 3) on nonma~keted food. 

Firdly, it will be seen from the table that income and expenditure 

balance at 2.99 for the public sector as a whole, although not for its 

constituent parts. This simply reflects overall budget balance in the 

economy, given that demands for all goods equat'-supplies,that;ahl ;Jge.t~·i~ 

the private sector are on their budget constraints- a-nd' c'!'iat the balanc"8' of 

trade constraint is s~tisfied. 

3. ~~lytic Results 

This section explains the general results that can be obtained by 

applying analytic methods to the static model. While a number of these 

results are standard in the literature, those characterizing the structure of 

rural taxation and rural-urban migration are new. A formal derivation is 

provided in the mathematical appendix. 

The static model is similar to those used in other work on optimal 

restricted taxes and public production (Stiglitz-Dasgupta, 1971; ~unk, 1980; 

1/ 

t . 
Since thj.tax restriction requires the ratio of consumer to producer 
prices o~all goods in the agricultural sector to be the same, choice of 
food as the untaxed numerai~e would have had the effect of making these 
flows zero, as well as changing other flows in the table. This would have 
the "institutional" implication that general government is absent in the 
rural sector. This illustrates the sign and sensitivity of the numbers 
and, to some extent, the interpretation on the (arbitrary) choice of 
numer.aire. ~ore positively, that choice and the associated institutional 
specification depend on considerations not addressed in this class of 
models. 

• .. 
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Heady-~itra, 1982). The rnain difference is the introduction of migration and 

the assumptions about the distribution of land income in the present model. 

There is also the fact thilt the Same good is allowed to have different prices 

in different sectors. However, this introduces no new point of principle as 

the same good in different locations can be regarded as differen: goods that 

can be tra.nsformed into each other by the government. . 
" 

The introduction of migration means that the gover~ent must take 

account of the effect of its policies on intersectoral labour mobility. 

specified in terms Ot utility. Thus, any policy that.. i4,a:; ... "s.~ 4.tility of 

urban residents ~ill promote rural-urban migration, ~hile any policy that 

increases the utility of rural residents ~ill reduce such migration. This 

means that if, for example, the government wishes to promote rural-urban 

migration the tax policies would be the Same as if it put a higher weight on 

urban utility and lower weight on rural utility. Of course the question of 

whether or not the government. w~shes to promote migration is a more difficult 

issue. However, many of the standard results to which reference ~ill be made 

below simply· rely on the governmen~'s wishing to maximize ,a ~eighted average 
ill 

of individual's utilities and the argument of this paragraph shows that 

migration can be incorporated simply by altering the weights. 

Production Rules 
f ... 

-.. 
Consider first the manufacturing sedlbr of the economy. Here it is -

possible for the government to ~ary consumer prices independently of producer 

prices. This is so despite the existence of commodity specific tax 

restrictions, because the latter tie urban consumer prices to rural consumer 

~rices, not to urban producer prices. ALthough lump sum taxes and subsidies 
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are not permitted; the degree of control available in this econo~y to a 

welfare-maximizing government is sufficient to make production efficiency 

desirable in the manufacturing sec~or. This result was originally 

demonstrated by Diamond and Mirrlees (1911). It implies that there should be 

no taxes on urban producers, i.e., that urban proQ~~er prices should equal 

shadow prices, which in turn equal world prices for a small open economy. 

Another consequence of this proposition is that there should be no protection 

or other intervention on trades of the manufac~uring sector with the rest of 

the world. No urban producer taxes will therefore be reported in the 

numerical analysis of Sections 4 and 5. 

The inability to vary consumer prices independently of producer 

prices in the agricultural sector implies that it will be necessary to tax 

producers and conswners together. Since producer taxation equals consumer 

taxation (as the two sets of prices must be the same) l/, Sections 4 and 5 

will only report onp. set of taxes. The resulting wedge between rural market 

prices and shadow prices amounts to an argument for trade intervention in 

agriculture, for ex&~ple, a tariff (positive or negative) on fertilizer to 

achieve an aim that could have been ~btained more directly and without -
prOduction inefficiency if the tax restrictions were not present. 

Another characterizaticn of optimum producti~n is available here. 

Since all production activities, including agriculture, are assumed to be 

characterized by constant returns to~cale, all activities that are used at an 
• 

optimum have zero profits at producer prices. Notwithstanding overall 

11 This is trivially true for clothing and services, whose rural producer 
prices have no economic significance, and fertilizer, whose rural consumer 
price has no economic significance. 

'f ... .. .. .. -
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production inefficiency in the economy, those activities, as shown by Diamond 

and ~irrlees (1976), will have zero profits at shadow prices as well. Inde~d, 

it is this argument which leads to the celebrated Little and Mirrlees (1974) 

rule for shadow pricing a small country's tradeables at their world prices. 

Tax Rules 
.. 

Economic intuition on tax rules is convenientlydeveLoped·!b, 

imagining a situation of no tax restrictions other than the unavailabilty of 

lump sum taxes and subsidies. In thlS case the standard Ramsey rule for 

efficient taxation applies to hoth urban amt -~c.gn~"'~ilkll"tforrc. Thu.,. a 

small equiproportionate intensification of CQJ:\$\P'!1er taxatLo.a;,;V;'t!fi,c,-ttt1stant 

shadow prices, would produce equal proportionate reductions in compensated 

demand for all urban consumer goods. A similar statement would apply to rural 

consumer goods, but the proportionate reduction in agriculture would be zero, 

as the tax would fall entirely on the inelastically supplied land. Thi, point 

is confirmed in Section 4 below. 

The introduction of the commodity specific tax restriction would 

involve modification of the above rules to assure equal relative prices in the 

two sectors for ·the goods involved. This'will, as is shown in Section 4, 

involve a change in all tax rates. 

f 
Since no further restrictions other than the above characterize the .. 

~nufacturing sector, it is clear that the Ramsey rule for efficient t~xation 

• a~plies to services and labour there, with a modification in the case ~f food 

and clothing which are subject to the commodity specific tax restriction. 

The situation is however very different in the agricultural sector. 

The fac~ that internal transactions may not be taxed affects the structure of 

rural taxation greatly, not least because in the present example it prevents 
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all taxation from being placed on land. The following result can be derived 

for ~'fodel 1, where all land is owned by the rural population. When only net 

trades can be taxed, then, in the absence of commodity specific tax 

restrictions, the Ramsey rule for efficient agricultural taxation requires 

that the equiproportionate increase in taxation, with constant shadow prices. 

should produce equal proportionate reductions in com~ensated net trades'for 

all goods. For land and labour, which are not traded, thi~ requires that the 

absolute reduction should be zer~. Once again the proportionate reduction 19 

not the same as that in the urban sector and it must." be. modified for those 

good:. that are subject to the cC'mmodity specific tax "f>'Jtt:iction. This result 

has not been derived before 1n the published literature. However, it does not 

hold for Mocel 2 where land 1S owned by all agents in the economy, so thp.t 

urban consideration~ inter alia influence rural tax rates. 

Finally, it should be noted that the tax rule described in the 

preceding paragraph will generally imply non-zero taxes for land and labour 

despite the fact that neither can be taxed directly. This apparent paradox 

can be resolved by realizing that the taxes used in the tax rule refer to 

divergences bet~een con~umer prices and shadow pric~s, while the tax " . . 
restriction refers to divergences between consumer prices and producer 

prices •. Thus, the taxes reported below cpr land and labour in agriculture are , 
. ... . 

'edges between consumer pr1ces and shadow pr1ces that are caused by -.. 
distortions elsewhere in the economy, not'by taxation applied directly to -
them. 

Migration 

A marginal rural, to urban migrant has no direct effect on social 

welfare. This is because the extra urban utility gained, 1 (ev l~ 
u M' 

exactly 
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balances the rural utility lost ~ VA~ , by the migration condition. In !iodet 

2, where the entire po~ulati~n owns land, indirect net benefit of the move is 

the cost of the rural consumption bundle he give up, less the cost of the 

urban consumption bundle to whfch he lays claim, where both are evaluated at 

shadow prices. Since this must be zero at an optimum, the shadow cost of a 

consumption bundle in the two sectors must .be equal. This h easily:shown to 

imply an equal tax burden per capita on rural and urban consumers at'an 

optimum. Thus, this condition states that the tax system should be such as to 

neither encourage nor discourage migration~ It Js_similar to the production 

efficiency result in that it forbids government intervention in all aLlocatiY~ 

proeesses despite the existenee of distortiona~y :axation. 

The situation is different in !"Iodel 1 where rural and urban migrants 

lose all rights to land. This creates an externality in the form of an 

increase in land income for those left behind in the rural sector. The 

eorresponding policy intervention takes the form of the tax burden per capi:a 

on rural consumers exceeding that on urban consumers by the net social value 

of the ensuing change in land incomes. 

These results on optimal migration in the presence of distortionary 

taxation have not been derived beforu i~ the published literature. 

4. Static Results 

The results of solving the !"Iodels 1 and 2 with specific functio~l 
.. 

forms for single period~ptimal policies are reported in Tables 4.1 and ;'2 -
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respectively. 11 The case that is of central concern is characterized by 

untaxability of trades internal to agriculture and by the commodity-specific 

tax restriction. The figures appear in column 1. As mentioned before, the 

untaxed numeraire is food for ~odel 1 and land for ~odel 2. In interpreting 

the results, it should be noted that a positive tax on a good supplied by 

consumers constitutes a transfer from the government to those con$umers. 

In colu~~ l of Table 4.1" urban consumers gain both from the 

negative taxes on clothing and services and from the p09itive tax on labour. 

The only good that is supplied by the rural sector is food, which is the 

untaxed numeraire. However, it benef:ts from the negative taxes Oft all its. 

purchases: clothing, utilities and fertilizer. Land and. labour in agriculture 

are assumed to be untaxed and so the taxes reported on them do not represent 

transfers of resources, simply differences between private prices and shadow 

prices that result from the other distortions 1n the economy. To remind the 

reader of this fact, these taxes are enclosed 1n parentheses in the table. 

The reason for the government's ability to transfer resources to both 

urban consumers and the rural sector is that it receives all the profits from 

the urban sector, where it owns the capital stock. In distributing these 

profits 'to' the two groups, and in de'ciding the tax rates on part icular goods, 

it is guided by considerations of efficiency. Equity is not an issue because 

r the migration me~hanism completely determines the relative utilities of the 

, 
• • 

1/ Demsnd functi~~s are obtained from a linear expenditure syst~m that 
applies to both sectors. The choice of technique is made from a nested 
constant elasticity of substitution production function. In the rural 
sector, land and fertilizer are combined to form ~ subaggregate, which is 
then combined with labour to produce output. The manufacturing industries 
are treated similarly but capital and energy form the subaggregate, 
instead of land and fertilizer. 
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two groups. Ho~ever, in pursuing its goal of efficiency, the government must 

take account of three flctors: (a) the tax rate on clothing is restricted to 

be the same for both groups; (b) it is assumed that no trades within 

agriculture can be taxed; and (c) the tax rates will have dn effect .on. 

migration. 

The significance of point (a) can be evaluated by looking at column 3 

of Takle 4.1, which reports the optimal taxes when the commodity-specific tax 

restriction i, dropped. A comparison of columnLl-.§.n~L3 shows that'"tas 

extlected, the tax rates on clothing change ·Jhe'!..,t"he_.restriction is 

eliminated. However, the effects are not limited to that. In the urban area 

there is a shift away f.n'm commodity subsidies and an increase in the (utility 

raising) t~x on labour. Also, in the rural sector, the increased subsidy on 

clothing allows the goverrJment to reduce the subsidies to services and 

fertilizer. Thus, the impact of the commodity-specific tax restriction on the 

pattern of taxes is considerable. However, the reported values for VA and 

eVM sho~ that its impact on utility levels is small. 

The significance of point.(b), in addition to point (a), can be 

eval ,dted by looking at column 9 of Table 4.1, which reports the optimal taxes 

in the (unlikely) even~ of the government's being able to tax trades internal 
f .. 

to the agricultural sestor. The most dramatic effect can be seen in 

agriculture where the 1rossibility of taxing land means that the government can 

transfer resources to agriculture in a non-distortionary manner. Thus, no 

other taxes are levied on that sector. The pattern of taxation in the urban 

sector is not affecced significantly in COMparison to column 3, but ail the 

tax rates are reduced, so that each ~rban consumer receives less from the 

government. This is con3istent with the f~ct that rural employment (LA) 
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increases, in response to the less distortior.ary form of rural subsidy, thus 

leaving fewer urban workers and a ~m~l& ; urban profit for the government to 

distribute. The figures for VA and av~ indicate a more substantial 

utility gain to the relaxation of the untaxability of agriculture ~ban the 

commodity-specific ta~ restriction. .' , 

Finally, the significance of migration CQ~ ~q considered by looking 

at columns 5, 6 and 1 of Table 4.1, which report the optimal tax rates with 

all the tax restrict ions in place, but with nQ aU-Ct' .... i,Q.~ •. F9C 4!~'6!"~ .. 

comparison, the distribution of the labour i~'be~~een urban .and. o:-.w..sa.l"., areas 

has been fixed at the optimal level in column 1. Two sets of results are 

reported because the absence of migration means that the urban-rural utility 

diiferential is no longer fixed. Thus, the government will take 

distributional considerations in(o account in setting taxes. Column 5 gives 

the result3 for u = 1, where the government is not concerned about 

:nequality. Column 1 gives the results for u = -5, where the government is 

greatly concerned to reduce inequality. 1/ 

A comparison ef columns 1 and 5 shows that the eli~ination·or 

migration unambiguously increases the subsidies to rural areas. There is a 

significant reduct:ion .in the (utility-raisi'1.g) tax on ulban labour, and some 
... 

increase in the subsidy to urban services. The increase in the suosidy to 

urb~n~lothing is required by the commodity-specific ta~ restriction when the 

subsidy to rural clothing is increased. In fact, rural utility increases 

while urban utility falls. The reason for this shift in government support is 

the structure of rights to land income in ~odel 1. Recall that migration 

1/ The results for column 6 are discussed in the footnote on page 29. 
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creates an externality in the form of an increase in land income for those 

left in the rural sector. This tends to lead to too little migration, ~hich 

the government attempts to correct by gi~ing larger sUDsidies t~ urban 

consumers. However, when migration is prohibited and the distribution of 

labour fixed at its optimal base case level, as in col~ 5, this reason 'for 

differential subsidy disappears and resources are swit~hed back into 

agric~lture. This p~int will be reinforced in the discussion of Table 4.2 for 

Model 2 where no such externality is present. 

This inequality in outcome in column 5 is clearly not ~hat is 

required by a government that desired equality. Thus, column 7 shows a 

pattern of taxation much closer to that in column 1, which produced the same 

value of LA when equality ~as imposed through the migration mechanism. 

The next set of experiments consider the impact of increases in 

energy prices on optimal government policy. Clearly, much of that impact will 

relate to such issues as the rate of in~estment. However, there will be some 

impact on tax rates and patterns of production in the short run. Accordingly, 

columns 2, 4 and 9 report the opti~~l taxes that corLespond to the models of 

-column 1, 3 and a, but, in each case, it is assumed that the world price of 

imported energy has increased by a factor of five. 

A comparison of columns t and 2 shows the effect on optimal taxes in 

the base case of an increase in the energy prict- This ~ho~s that the 

government reduces (the absolute size of) all taxes, thus Leducing transfers 

to both sectors of the economy. This is partly the result of the reduced 

profitability of urban production and partly the result of a slight shift of 

the labour force out of the relatively lightly subsidized rural sector into 

the urban sector, thus increasing the cost of any subsidy programme. This 
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shift in the labour force is mainly accounted for by import substitution in 

clothing in response to increased energy prices. The reduction in energy 

imports is accompanied by a fall in production of services -- the most energy-

intensive sector in the economy. 

Another variable of interest, apart: from the taxes, ds the terms of 

trade between agricultural products and manufactured goods. In this model the 

effect of the energy price rise is to increase the prices of both clothing and 

services relat i ve to the price of food in Doth the urban .&ild.--~h.~~ .... r4~ 

sectors. Thus, the relat ive price of clothin"S"~~C)'S'eht,aQ.-~'"'tQo.9.8l for both 

urban and rural residents. The relative price of services rose from 0.99 to 

• 1.12 for urban residents and from 0.73 to 0.85 for rural residents. 

As well as looking at the impact of energy price increases in the 

base case, it is of interest to see whether the extent of tax restrictions on 

the government affects its ability to deal with those increases. Thus, a 

comparison of columns 3 and 4 shows the effect of energy price increases when 

there is no commodity-specific tax restriction, while a comparison of columns 

8 and 9 shows the effect when there are no tax restrictions at all. It turns 

out that the effects are very similar to those 1n the main case: all tax 

rates are ~duced, with the exception of a slight increase in the tax on urban 
f .. 

clothing i~colu~ 9. Furthermore, the magnitude of the utility reductions 

are all ve~ similar (either 0.20 or 0.19). Thus, there appears to be little 

connection between the extent of tax restrictions and the ability of the 

government to deal with energy price changes, at least over the range of 

restrictions analyzed here. 

Table 4.2 reports the corresponding figures for ~odel 2 where the 

entire popUlation owns land. In looking at these results, it is worth 

• 
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recollecting tvo features. First, with the migration equilibri~~ condition 

equalizing utilities in the tvo sectors, it is optimal for the government to 

neither encourage nor discourage migration~ The tax burden per capita is the 

same for rural and urban consumers. Second, the untaxed numeraire, land, is 

also inelastically supplied. Therefore, if therevere.no restriction.,other 

\.'~an the unavailability of lump sum instruments in a particular sector'. it 

vould be optimal to have a uniform tax structure there. When the commodity 

specific tax restriction is removed, this situation obtains in the urb~n 

areas, as is shown by the uniform subsidy on an commodities itT C'(JtUIM 1. rf 

internal trades could be ta:...ed in agricul ture'; :\.trti Cormi ty vould be optimal 

there as well, as column 9 confirms. 

The urban tax structure in the base case does not deviate very much 

from uniformity. Compared to modell, there is nov no argument for favored 

treatment of the urban sector. Clothing and services are subsidized in rural 

areas. Taxes on ruraL food and rural labour are enclosed in parentheses to 

remind the reader that these do not represent transfers of resources. 

Columns 5, 6 and 7 report the case of no migration vith the 

III • 
distribution of the labour force between urban and rural areas flxed at the 

optimaL base case level of column 1. With ~ = 1 , which corresponds to no 

concern for equality, urban utility is higher than the rural; with u = -5 , 

which corresponds to a substantial concern for inequaLity, the differential is • • considerably narroved. When e = 1 (column 6), urban agents' utility (~VM) 

is socially no less valuabLe than those of rural agents (VM) and efficiency 

requires that the government intervene solely in the sector with fewer tax 

. .. 
f .. 
.... .. 
• 
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restrictions, viz., the urban sector ~hich then has a uniform tax 

1/ structure. -

The remaining columns report the effects of a five-fold rise 1n 

energy prices on the tax rates. The results are similar to those of Modell. 

Covernment Revenue 

Model 1 is next used to explore the effects of introducing an 

exogenously specified govp.rn~~nt revenue requirement on shadow tax rates. 

This may be set in terms of any of the goods and, to fix ideas, it is set in 

terms of fertilizer. Specifically, it is assumed-in--rne'-eipe'ritflen'ts. that; tift ' 

shadoW' value of fert i lizer demanded by the government. a.~a·· f't'b'P'or'tion of 

national income evaluated at shadow prlces varies from 1% to 5%. 

Column 1 of Table 4.3 reproduces the base case of ~odel 1. The last 

row calculates the government' s shadow "nontax" budget surplus, i.e., the 

excess of shadow rents from public ownership of capital over the exogenously 

specified shadow revenue as a proportion of shadow 7alue added, the latter 

being national income calculated at shadow prices. This figure is 37.4t in 

the base case, indicating, as argued before, that the government's problem 

here is the efficient' disposal of subsidies through the indirect tax system. 

A comparison of columns 1 and 2 shows that the introduction of a re'/enue .. 
requirement cuts the sh~~ow non tax budget surplus and hence urban subsidies on .. 
clothilg, services and labour • 

• 
Similarly, subsidi!s <1n rural purchases of .. 

• clothi~g, services and fertilizer are also reduced. As expected, these trehds 

are intensified in cclumn 3, ~here the revenue requirement as defined above is 

5%. 

1/ For compl~tenessf the 9 - 1 case is also reported in column 6 of Table 
4.1. The ~navailability of an inelastically supplied factor in Model l 
implies that uniformity is not optimal there. 

i2J 
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Table 4.3 

Optimal Taxes 1n the Static Hodel with 
Land Owned by the Rural Population .. 

Varying Revenue Requi rement 
(Food Untaxed) 

(1) (2) (3) 
Base Case 1% Revellue 5% Revenue 

(Zero Revenue) Requirement Requi rement 

-22.2% -21.2% -16.8% 
-7.7% -6.7% -3.1% 
77.9% 77 .7% 76.1% 

..... 
-22.2% -21.2% -16,a% 
-31.2% -30.1% -25,}% 
-6.2% -5.9% -4.6% 

9.5% 8.9% 6.0% 
-6.0% -5.7% ~.7% 

3.90 3.87 j.76 
0.503 0.501 ().A93 

" 

Shadow Nontax BudGet Suq~lus l! 37.4% 36.4% 3a.~ 

l! 

Shadow Value Added 

SKK - 8 FGF 
SVA 

(4 ) 
36.6% Revenue 

...!!!i.oJi rement 

42.9% 
33.5% w 

0 
56.8% 

4l.9% 
49.7% 
.5.2% 

-).9% 
.).0% 
;~.73 

0.427 

0% 
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In the final column. the revenue requirement is increased to the 

point where the shadow nontax budget surplus is driven to zero. In this 

situation, with no subsidy to dispose of. the sole reason for intervention is 

the externality associated with rural and urban migration. The subsidy to 

urban Labour required to offset that distortion is financed through taxation 

revenue requirement needed to generate a zero shadow nontax budget surpLus 

(coLumn 4) is close to the 3hadow non tax budget surplus when the revenue 

requirement is zero (column 1). 

5. Steady-State ResuLts 

The resuLts in the previous section showed that an increase in world 

energy prices had some effect on optimal government poLicy. However, that 

static effect ignored the possibility that energy pr1ce rises might alter the 

optimal rate of 1nvestment. It is the aim of this section to investigate that 

po 55 i b il it y • 

There are two different ways in which energy prices might affect the 

optimaL rate of investment. The first, which may be ~elarded as the "demand 

side" effect, is the effec': that energy prices :night have on the quantity of 

investment that yields any particular rate of return. This could take the 

form of a reduction in the marginal product of capit~~ consequent upon a rise 

in the price of energy, which in the ~odel is a complement to capital 1'. 
Alternatbely, the demand for investm:nt could be affected by a change in 

industrial structure that resulted from the rise in the energy price. The 

1/ This reduction in the marginal product of capital was confirmed 1n the 
experiments that lie behind the results discussed in Section 4. 

-... 
f ... 
... .. 
" • 
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second, or "supply side," effect vould be on the quantity of resources that 

the government vould be prepared to devote to investment at any particular 

rate of return. In contrast to the demand side effect, vhich vould be 

expected to cause a reduction in investment when energy prices rise, the 

supply side effect could either increase or reduce investment. It would 

reduce investment if the governmen: felt th~t ~he reduction i.1 the real income 

of the country meant that it could no longer afford as much. On the other 

hand, it vould increase investment if the government say a higher capital 

stock as a wis:' of compensating for the reduction linrea'l in~ome .. 

In order to investigate these different effects, it vould be 

desirable to find the infinite horizon optimal investment path and then 

analyze hoy it is affected by changes in energy prices. In practice, of 

course, it is only possible to compute finite horizon paths which approximate 

the early stages of the optimal infinite horizon path. Hovever, the necessary 

complexity of the model makes the co~putation of even short finite horizon 

paths a very difficult exercise. Some progress has been made in this 

direction, but it is better at this stage to concentrate on the results of a 

somevhat ditIerent approach: computation of steady-states. As is explained • 

belov, this technique is not as satisfactory for ansvering some questions as 

-,the computation of intertemporal investment paths. Hovever, it is vorth .. 
:noting that preliminary results vith intertemporal investment paths tend to 

• • 
·confirm the restilts obtained from steady-state analysis. • 

The basic idea behind the steady-state analysis is that. in this type 

of model, there is some size of the capital stock at which it is not 

vorthvhile to undertake further investment. Thus, if the country somehow 

attained this capital stOCk, the government vould not invest and the economy 
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would remain unchanged from then on. One reason for being interested in such 

steady-states is that for some types of model all infinite horizon optimal 

investment paths make the economy's capital stock approach t.he steady-state 

capital stock closely.!! Thus, knowledge of the steady-state implies some 

knowledge ~f the optimal investment path. for example, if economy A was known 

to have a steady state capit at stOCK higher than that"of economy a, an~"'Lf 

both economies start from the same capital stock, it must be true that over at 

least some time period economy A's optimal investment rate is higher than 

economy a's. 

Column 1 of Taole 5.1 reports the ~teady state optimal tax policy fo~ 

Model 1 in the base case, with migration and all tax restrictior.s. The last 

row reports the capital stock in the steady-state (K*) divided by the initial 

capital stock (KO). Thus, the economy in col~~ 1 has the same population as 

the economy in column 1 of Table 4.1. This enormous difference in capital-

intensity has produced some changes in the tax structure. for example, the 

urban areas have experienced a shift from consumption subsidies to income 

subsidies and, via the tax restriction, this has altered the relative 

subsidies to rural areas, where very few people now work • 
• 

The effect of the energy price increase can be seen by comparing 

column 2 of Table 5.1, where the energy:price has been increased by a factor 
f 

of five, with column 1. A comparison of the taxes shows that the net -.. 
• -

!! It is possible for the optimal investment path in models with more than 
one sector to go into a continual cycle rather than seek the steady 
state. Thus, it is not possible to be sure of the inferences about the 
optimal investment path that are drawn from the steady-state results. It 
is therefore reassuring that they are confirmed by preliminary results on 
intertemporal investment paths. It is hoped to report these results on 
another occasion. 

qi! 
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Table 5.1 

Optimal Taxes in the Steady-State 
With Land Owned by the R~ral Population 

(Food Untaxed) 

• 

(1) 

Base Case 
sE = 1 

0.8% 

1.0% 

130.6% 

0.8% 

-37 .3% 

-12.0% 

10.3% 

-12.3% 

19.53 

140.8 

0.001 

.. 

(2) 

Base Case 
se: :I 5 

1.2% 

1.5% 

130.2% 

1.2% 

-31.3% 

-11.5% 

10.6% 

-12.2% 

15.66 

91.5 

0.003 

(3)' 

Base Case with 
Revenue Required 

0.8% 

1.1% 

111.1% 

0.8% 

-29.8% 

-9.0% 

1.3% 

-9.5% . -
f 

18.65 .. 
--

146.2 • 
0.001 

. « 
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t~ansfe~s from the gove~nment a~e slightly reduced, but that the effect is 

very small: less than 1% fo~ both goods in both secto~s. However, the steady 

state capital stock has been reduced very significantly. Thus, in steady-

state, the effect of an energy price rise is almost enti~ely felt through a 

reduction in the capital stock. 

It is of some interest to see ·,.,hether the reduction in the" seeady-
state capital stock is caused mainly by the effect that energy prices H~ve on 

the balance of payments or by the effect they have on relative prices. In 

order to investigate thi~, an experiment was performed whi~h involved a 

reduction in real income caused by the requirement to.make'a 'pa'ym~nt (such as 

loan interest) to a foreign country equal to approximately 10% of export 

earnings. Column 4 of Table S.t shows that this increased the steady-state 

capital stock. Thus, a worsening of the balance of payments situation 

increased the steady-state capitat stock and the effect of energy price rises 

in reducing the steady-state capitat stock can be attributed entirely to its 

relative price effects. 

In using the steady-state results to predict investment behaviour, it 

must be realized that steady-states do not reflect all of the forces that 

affect the rate of investment in the period before the steady-state is 

reached. This is because the condition that a steady-state must satisfy, in 

order that no further investm~nt be desirable, is that the ~ate of return on 

diverting one unit of current consumption to investment (e'/iluated at shadow 
• 

prices) should equal the rate of pure time preference, 5. Tnis clearly 

embodies all the demand side forces, which affect the rate of return on 

investment. However, it does not embody those supply side forces that affect 

the willingness to give up current consumption and which depend on current and 
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future consumption at those different levels. The ~eason for this o~ission is 

that consumption levels, and thus the evaluation of increases in consumption, 

are constant in steady-state. This means that, although the steady-states 

represent the ultimate goal of in·,estment policy, they do not reflect all the 

forces that influence hov that goal should be achieved. An example from the 

results presented above is that aLthough the requirement' co.)make payments 
.' 

abroad increases the steady-state capital stock, it may not .'increase 

investment immediately. The loss in real income may be so severe that the 

government is not villing to com90und the reduction in consumption by an 

inclease in investment until the economy has. ~o:'r.c som.e~r:r. delle!"'. '!flus, 

the investment increase required to reach a high~~steady-state capital stock 

may not materialize for some time after the imposition of the payments. As 

the rate of pure time preference was held constant, this means that the 

variations ill capital stocks shown in Table 5.1 only ~eflect changes on the 

demand side for investment and ignore supply side changes. In this light, it 

is vorth oentioning that preliminary results on intertemporal optimizatiGn do 

shov that an increase in energy prices does have an immediate impact in 

reducing the level of investment. 

6. Conclusions 

This pape~ has explored the determinants of market: prices and shadov 

pnces in a develotr,g economy both analytically as "Jell as numerically. 

framework used to i;monstrate these results was characterized by (1) an -inabiliry to tax any agricultural transactions other than the sectorts net 

trades with the rest of the economy and the outside world, (2) restrictions on 

the government's ability to implement discriminatory pricing policies in rural 

and urban areas, () labour market distortions arising from assumptions about 
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the distribution of pro.-erty rights in land. These fl1tures, which are 

characteristic of many developing countries, were shown to affect optimal 

government policy in important ways. 

The qualitative features of optimum pclieies may be summarized in the 

following rulu 

(1) Production in the manufacturing sector should be characterized:'by 

overall efficiency. This impl ies that thero: should be no 

interventions in manufacturing producers' transactions with the rest 

of the world (pages 17 and 47). 

(2) It is desirable to have taxes and subsidies on the agricultural 

sector's net transactions. This is an argument ~or optimal tariffs 

and subsidies even when the country cannot affect the international 

prices of commodities in which it trades (page 11). 

(3) The government should not intp.rfere with ~'al to urban migration, 

unless migration gives rise to externalities. This igplies equality 

of the tax burden per capita on rural and urban consumers. When the' 

migration confers an externality on those left in rural areas, the 

rural tax burden shoul~ ex~eed the urban tax burden by ~e sociaL 

valueo' the externality (pages 20, 56 and 58). 

• • 

... 

-.. 
• -

(4) Opti~ consumer tax~tion 1n the manufacturing sector must be such 

that a small equiproportionate intensification in it, at constant 

shadow prices, would produce equal proportionate reductions in 
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compensated demand for all urban consumer goods. This rule needs 

modification for goods where dual pricing is n~t feasible. (pages 18 

and 49). 

(S) If land ownership is confined to the agriculcural sector, optimum 

agricul turd taxation must be such that a: small equiproportionate 

intensification in it, at constant shadov prices, would produce equal 

proportionate reduct i(.ns in compeMa~-4!',c.~a::~I:~d surplus for all 

goods. This rule need modification for goods where dual pricing is 

not feasible. ~pages 19 and S3). 

Within those overall guidelines, the numerical examples of the paper 

clesrly illustrate the sensitivity of optimal taxes and shadow prices 

to underlying assumptions. 

Certain specific features of the model use~ in the paper 

deserve comment. First, questions of within-period income 

distribution have been virtually eli~inated by supposing that a 

person's earning abilities depend only on whether he works in 
• • 

agriculture or in non-agriculture. With no intra-rural or intra-

urban inequality, therefore, distributional questions can only arise 

in the relative treatment of the two sectors. However, with 

migration equalizing utilities in the t·Ja sectors, the equity iss~e 
• 

disappears ent;, rely in the base case of the static model. This is 

done to allow a more detailed modelling of the role of imported 

energy without produ~ing excessive complexity. Notwithstanding this, • 

however, the model allows an adequate treat~ent of equity across 
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periods in the intp.rtemporal case, which is one of the objectives of 

the wider program of work discussed in the introduction. 

Second, it is assumed that the government owns the entire 

capital stock. With no government claims on national product, the 

optimization problem requires the rent 'from; publicly-O\lned capital to 

be disposed of in the least distortionary way. Indeed, this is the 

Qnly rationale for intervention in ~od~l 2, an additional reason in 

Model l being offsetting the externality resulting from rural-to-

urban migration. The assumption of complete public ownership is not 

very realistic. It was made for three reasons. First, there is the 

difficulty involved in modelling how individuals, particularly 

migrants, come to own parts of the capital stock. Second, data on 

capital ownership are generally quite poor. Third, the intertemporal 

analysis is simplified by allowing the government to take investment 

decisions directly rather than exercising indirect influence over 

private investment. While it wO~ld obviously be desirable to work on 

alternative assumptions about capital ownership at a later stage, it 

is po~sible to see what tax rates and shadow prices look like when 

the governm~nt does not have a surplus to distribute to the private 

sector. Th1s was done in the experiments by varying levels of 

exogenous ~vernment requirements, including one where those 

-requirements were high enough to absorb all the rents from public 

capital. 

With the discussion of the static and steady state cases complete, it 

remains ~o look at the intertemporal development of the economy. It is hoped 

to report this elsewhere and thus to arrive at a more complete judgment on the 

lessons to be learnt from this approach to the problems of taxation, 

• • 
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~athematical Appendix 

This appendix gives a formal statement of the static model described 

in Section 2 and derives the results discussed in Section 3. 

Although, in general, there are four sets of market prices the sector 

specific tax restriction requires rural consumer prices to equal rural 

producer prices. Thus, this appendix will deal with three sets of market 

prices: rural prices, p, urban consumer prices, 1, and urban producer 

prices, m. 

The text deals with two models. In ~odel 1, migrants to urban areas 

lose all rights to land. In that case, it is necessary to indicate explicitly 

the dependence of the rural sector's demand and indirect utility functions on 

rural prices, p, as well as the proportion of people in the sector, 

1-1 ( I being the proportion of people in manufacturing). This is because 

1 d · .. b N an 1ncome 1S glven y I=i ; variations in t therefore affect income and 

hence demands and indirect utilities. In ~odel 2, land is o~ed by the entire 

population and the above complications do not arise. However, urban demands 
.. 

and indirect utilities then depend on rural prices, in particular the price of 

land. In what follows, the derivations for ~odel 1 ~re presented, with 

necessary changes f~r ~odel 2 being indicated by the!corresponding equations 

-with a prime. • Thus the government objecti·.fe functioft can be writtp.a as: • .. • 

I ! lev (q)]u + (1-1) ~ (VA(p,t)]U 
'.I!i .. 

t ! [eVu(q,p)]U + (1-1) ! [VA(p)}U 
U .~ '.I 

where 

CA.1) 

(A.1' ) 
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V
M 

is the urban indirect utility function 

VA is the rural indirect utility function 

Demands for goods and supplies of factors can be re)resentea by 

vectors where positive entries represent demands and negative entries 

represent factor supplies. Thus, total consumer demand and supply can be 

represented as: 

where DM is the urban demand function 

DA is the rural demand function. 

The producer prices will determine the choice of technique within 

(A.2) 

(A.2') 

each industry. This choice of technique can be summarized as a vector which 

represents the inputs and outputs of the chosen technique when operated at 

unit level. Outputs are represented by positive numbers and inputs by 

negative numbers. Thus, the agricultural inputs and outputs;.a .... e given by: 

where AA(P) is the unit supply vector 

1S the level of operation. 

• 
Similarly, for each manufacturing industry, inputs and outputs are given by: 

where A..f-.(m) . h' 1 .~ 1S t e un1t supp y vector 
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yf is the level of operation 
~ 

f is an index that runs over the different manufacturing 

industries. 

In addition to domestic production, there are trade activities that 

can be represented by a matrix, C, which when multiplied by a vactor of 

activity levels, X , gives a 'lector of imports (positive numbers) and exports 

(negative numbers). 

Finally, the government has an exogenously specified vector of net 

demands, R. One of its components (with a ne8a~'lle .• i&O). is the covernme:.trs 

endowment of capital. Thus, the market clearance condition is: !/ 

(A.) 

(A.)') 

In addition to satisfying condition (A.) the producer prices must be 

such that no activity can make a positive profit and that those activities 

that are jn operation should make zero profit. Formally: 

f .. 
(A.4) 

• 

(A.5 ) 

11 ~arket clearing holds as an equality for rural labour and land where 
trades are internal to rural households. 

• • 
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(A.6) 

(A.7) 

The consumer prices must also be chosen to satisfy the commodity specific tax 

• 

restriction: 

q = Qp (A.8) 

'Where Q is a diagonal matrix 'With elements 1 
l+v and dimensionaL4tYI'l'Iuarto 

the number of commodities subject to the restriction. 

Also, if there are to be agents in both sectors, the migration 

equilibrium condition must be satisfied: 

It can be shown that the government's budget constraint is 

automatically satisfied in this economy, but this 'Will be done later 'When 

taxes have been-defined. 

The government's problem is to choose p, q, m, 
f 

YM, VA' X, t to 
-

maximize (A. L) .subject to (A.3) - (A.9). The Lajrangean for this problem is: .. 
-... 

• A = 

(A.LO) 
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(A.10') 

where s f is to be interpreted as a vector of shaLow prices, the o~ are 

scalar llIultipliers corresponding to (A.4), and ~ is,,a ,soca1ar, whick. ~~at'i;e.s.. 

s to be normalized. 

The first o~der conditions are: 

3A 1aUyu-1V T 
(q ~ 0) (A.11 ) = - H(D~ ) S + \1ay~ + I.IJ ~ 0 3q !i ~q • q • q 

3A A[t ~(m)vflTs - t oX(m) + f ~(m)v~ ~ 0 (m ~ 0) (A.12 ) - = r~ 3m f' ~ f ' • 

3A (t -I. )yU-ly A[AAP(p)YA1Ts - A(l-I.)D!pS = + 3p A Ap 
ill 

- 'AAA(P) + rAAA(p)YA -
T 0 (p ~ 0) (A.13) \1Y - Q til ~ Ap --

f .. 
3A ta lJ- 1yl1-1v ... (1-1) ylJ::'ly T .-= + A(AAp(P)YA] s 3p m mp "- Ap 

.. .. 
• 

T T - 4IAAA(p) U(O~ ) s >.O-I)OA S .p 
P 

+ rAAA(p)YA - \1YA 
T - Q w ~ 0 (p ~ 0) (A.13') 

p 
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3A T f T f 
~ 0 

aY
f = AS ~(m) + r~ AH(m) 

M 

CIA T T 0 = AS AA(P) + rAP A(p) ~ 
aYA 

CIA 1 (aY )1I _ VlI ] + ((l_t)y~-l - 'J] 
ClYA - ::I 
at. at. 1J m A 

(1 ~ 0) (A.16) 

(A.J£a') 

T 
::I G s ::r 0 (A.17) 

where subscripts denote derivatives and each inequality bears the relation of 

complementary slackness with the corresponding variable appearing in brackets 

on the right. 

Equations (A.Il) to (A.17) are necessary conditions Eor a restricted 

tax optimum, provided certain regularity conditions are satisfied. Equation 

(A.17) is the standard condition that government sector projects (in this 

case, trade) should not make profits at shadow prices. Equations (A.14) and 

(A. IS) imply that any chosen private activity that breaks even at producer 
f .. 

pric.s must do so at shadow prices as well (cE. Diamond and ~irrlees .. 
(19nr». A widely known special case of this result is the desirability ~E 

shadow pricing a small country's tradeables at their world prices [Little and 

Mirrlees (1974)]. 
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Production rules: manufacturing sector 

From (A.14), 

Premuitiplying (A.12) by sT and using the above, one has 

By complementary slackness, f 0 1 l'f 41 > on y 
T f mAH=O. From (A.14), this m 

implies that f 
Qm > 0 only if sT~ SO. Thus, from (A.18) 

Since f 
~ is positive semidefinite (by homogeneity), T f L T s (t ~~ y ) , a 0 • 

f -l'!m m 

By homogeneity, 

Hence, it is possible to choose 

m ::II ks 

f .. 
-.. 
• -

where k is a constant. Furthermore, if 

(A.19) 

~ is of maximal possible 

rank, l.e., one fewer than the number of commodities in the manufacturing 

sector, (A.19) is the only possible solution. 

This is stated as 
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Proposition 1: The manufacturing sector of the dual economy with tax 

restrictions 1n the agricultural sector should be characteri;ed by production 

efficiency. 

Setting Consumer Prices: ~anufacturir.g Sector 

Consider the ith equation in (A.ll). Using Roy's identity, 

[ '.10 1 
- 1 + ------ B~D~i - \t t s.Du " + 6.~. 

j J "IJ 1 1 1 
= o (A.20) 

~ ~-l 
lG V!1 

where = 

= private marginal utility of urban income (so that is the 

gross social marginal utility of urban income). 

D~. is the ith element "f D!1(q) 
• 1 

D!1" is the derivative of D
Mj 

>Jith respect to the ith element of q • 
• J1 

6. = 1 for goods subject to (A.7) 
1 

= 0 , othervise. 

Define consumer taxes as deviations of consumer prices from shadow 

Prices, i.e., t . = q. - s. 
!1J J J 

(A.21) 

t 
The budget constraint facing a consumer in the manufacturing sector-

is 

t q.D~. = 0 
j J. J 

• .. 

Differentiating with respect to qi 

= -Du • 
'-11 

(A.22) 

-.. 
• -
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Substitution of (A.20) and (A.21) in (A.19) yields 

- [1 + va 1]8 D . + At t tu.Du " + ~lDu' + a.~. • 0 • 
talJvlJ- !1 Ml j nJ nJ 1 .'11 1 1 

!1 

The Slutsky equation gives 

where the superscript c denotes compensated demands and 

I M: lump sum income of an urban consumer. 

Substitution into (A.22) and symmetry of compensate~ demand derivatives 

c c 
Ou" • ° .. leads to nJl !11J 

. . 
= _ [1 + va J8K D • + lOu. 

laJ,lvlJ-1 A:11 I'll 

K 

Dividing by 10Mi ' 

c t tu.IOu ' . nJ n1 _ .... J ___ _ 

lOu· 
n1 

::: 

• • 

(A.23) 

• 
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Define = 

~. is the net social value of an extra unit of -:'I 
accruing to an u~ban 

consumer. It has three cor.ponents. The first, 

income 
8M 
tA' is the direct social 

valuation, divided by A , the shadow price of government revenue, and thu'l 
SMva a '.10 

expressed in of The second term, equals M terms revenue. 
u 2alJvlJ -

l u. 
which is the effect on social welfare (again d .M of revenue) expresse tn terms 

the change in average urban utility compared to rural utility. The third, 
30Mj 

~ t Mj aIM' is the extra tax revenue accruing to the goy.e~~t. as~a'I!"I!Surt 

of increased urban consumption. 

-

The tax rule then becomes: 

I 
c 

t~c 10:-1' • 
j • J ,1J 

lOW ,1 
= 

M 5.t!!. 
(l-b') + 1 1 

UO
Mi 

(A.24) 

where 5. = 1 for goods subject to (A.7), = 0 otherwise. 
1 

Equation (A.24) may be stated as: 

Proposition 2: The proportionate reduction in the ccmpensated demand for 
• 

of 

good i that would result from a small equiproportionate intensification of 

urban consumer taxation if shadow prices remained constant (the lef~ hand side 

f of A.24) is commodity-independent fo. those goods not subject to a commodity 

specific tax restriction. The rule ireds modification in other cases to 
• 

account for the fact that ratios of consumer prices must be equal in ~ural and 

urban sectors. 
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Taxation in the Agricultural Sector 

Consider the ith equation in (A.ll). U5ing ROY's identity. 

3a'A 
-[1 - v _11sADA.-~(1-t) t s.DA,. + ~ts. ~ Y 

(!-t)V~ 1 j J Jl j J gPi A 

(A.2S> 

..,her:-e 6. = 1 
1 

for goods subject to (A.1), = 0 othervise, akA is the kth 

element of the vector AA(P) ,and SA' DAi and DAji are defined as the 

rural e~uivalents of SM' DMi' DMji • 

Define taxes as deviations from shadow prices 

whence 

t Aj = Pj - Sj 

Define S. = 
J 

~S, 
1 

as . 
.-...l ap. :11-

1 
ap. 

j 

Al3~, by homogeneity: 

(A.26) 

ajAYA &s the net suppLy of good j 

in the agriculturaL sector, 

by symmetry of the net supply function. 

as. 
t 

t Pj ap. = o. 
J J • • 

Thus (A.2S) becomes: 

• 
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The budget constraint facing a rural consumer is 

Differentiating with respect to Pi' 

The Slutsky equar.ion yields 

c aDA' c aDA' 
D = D -D --!l=D -D --!l Aji Aji Ai aIA Aij Ai ~IA' 

where IA: lump sum income of a rural consumer. 

Substitute in the tax equation to get 

which may be rewritten 

t t A. [ (l-I. )DA
c .. - S, . ) 

. J 1J 1J _ ..... J __ -.-:_""""""' __ , ,_ :: 
!l-I.)DAi 

, . 

f .. 
-.. ~ -

(A.2n 



wher.l 

b ::I 
A 
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the total effect of an extra unit of i.1.I~' n1 .1ceruing to a rural consumer. 

~quation (A.27) mar be simplified considerably when it is noted that 

land is in fixed supply. Thus if k is the in~ex for land: 

.. 0 for all j • 

Also, the agricultural techniques can all be normalized so that they 

use the same quantity of land at unit level of operation. Thus: 

tradec' . 

o 

::I 0 for aU j • 

Finally, land is not affected by the commOdity specific tax 

and supply must equal demand for land as it is not ,. 

(A.18) 

This enables (A.27) for 1 = k to be w~tten as: 

= 

= 



Therefore: 

Substitution back into (A.27) gives: 

- u:tA,[U-t.)OA
c
,.- s,.J 

,J 1J 1J 
J 
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(A.29) 

6. c.J. 
1 1 

l+~ 
(A.28) 

Now define marketed surplus as the excess of agricultural supply over 

agricultural demand for any good: 

c MA, . 
1J 

.. 

s. -f.l-t.)OA' 
1 1 

s .. -
1J 

c 
(l-t.)OA' , 

1J 

This notation enables (A.28) to be written as 

c 
t tA,MA,. 
. J 1J _ L-:-:-__ 

HAi 

5. c.J, 
1 1 

. . 
Equation (A.29) has an appealing form and is stated as: 

--

(A.29) 

Proposition 3: At. restricted tax optimum, for an economy with land .. 
ownership confined:to the rural sector, an equiproportionate intensification 

• of agricultural taxation at constant shadow prices will produce a commodity-

independent proportionate reduction in the compensated marketed surplus of all 

goods not subject to the commodity specific tax restriction. There are 

divergences from tbis rule for those goods that are subject to the commodity 

specific tax restriction. 

• • 
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The results require some modification for Model 2 since the price of 

land enters the demand and indirect utility functions of urban consumers. 

Since land is owned by the entire population. its supply-demand equality reads 

= tO~k + (l-t) OAk (A.2S t
) 

~anipulation of the land tax equation in a way analogous to that following 

(A.27) leads to 

where b = 

).(l-b) 

tOMkbM + (l-t) 0AkbA 

10Mk + (1-1) OAk 

(A.28 t
) 

Th4J, b is a weighted average of net marginal social values of income in the 

urban and rural sectors, with the weights being the proportions of land owned 

~y each sector. The examples worked out in the paper assumed that all land 

~as divided equally, in which case • OAk • and the above reduces to 

b = tb + {l-t) b , M A 
It 

where the weights are the proportion of the pgpulation in each sector. 

Sub'stitute back into (A.27) for comaildities other than land to get 

- ). r tAJo [(1-1) 0A~Jo - So oj 
j lJ 

= 

-... 
• 

The fact that b ;. bA ' for income distributional reasons, maO·-es clear that 

an equal proportionate reduction rule in com~ensated marketed surplus is not 

available in Model 2. 
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!1igration 

The allocation of labour across rural and urban areas is governed by 

(A.l6) and (A.l6'). It is easier to consider (A.16') first. 

An extra urban worker improves social welfare both directly, 

1 [AV]u and indirectly by giving up a rural consumption bundle which lS 
u M' 

worth AsTOA at shado~ prices. The marginal cost of the move is the direct 

welfare loss, ~ v~, and indirectly, the urban consumption bundle to which he 

lays claim, AsTDM • (A.t6') equates marginal costs and benefits at the 

optimum. Not ice that the migration constraine· ", .. g'~,~Qq;a~~s .,the. .~~~."'; 

marginal costs and benefits, so that the.c~ho~ is simply in termS,...9f· the 

indirect effects. 

With the migration constraint holding as an equality, (A.16') becomes 

T 
s DM (1 ~ 0) 

Using the definitions 

tA = P - s . 
tM = q - s 

-.. 
f 

and'" the budget constraints -.. 
~ • • p.DA· = 0 - J 

J J 

~ q.DM· = a 
J 

J . J 

yields 
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T 
t D~ So (I. ~ 0) (A.30') 

at a restricted tax optimum. 

This establishes 

Proposition 4: When income from land ownership is unaffected by migration, an 

optimum with migration is characteriz.ed by an equal tax' burden per capita on 

both rural and urban consumers, where taxes are measured relative to shadow 

prices. 

In Modell, by contrast, land ownership is affected by migration 

which therefore confers an externality on rural agents. In the absence of 

intervention, this can be expected to lead to the extent of migration being 

suboptimal. It would therefore be optimal to tax the agricultural sector more 

heavily. The ensuing discussion establishes this formally as well as deriving 

the magnitude of the difference in the tax burden between the two sectors. 

Equation (A.16) can be given an interpretation analogous to that 

given (A.16'). The extra terms arise from the fact that the movement of a 

worker to the urban area has three additional effects. First, it improves 
- av 
If • I (1-8) 1.1-1 A we are 1n rura areas by ~ VA ~ Second, any increase in rural 

utility 
.avA 
v~ • 

which is 

tightens the migration cons~raintf imposing a welfare cost equalling 
f 

Third, it raises net dema~ds in the rural areas, the welfare cost of 
T aDA : 

h (1-1.) at. _ -
Applying equation (A.9) to (A.16) and considering interior solutions, 
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Since 

where, as before, 

a = A 
private marginal utility of rural income 

y 
ry 1-1 (lump sum income of a rural consumer) 

Differentiating the rural consumer's budget constraint, 

,. 0 

Since = p. - s. 
l l 

• 
the above may be written 

, ... 

-.. .. -



. ... 
t .. 
-.. 
• • 
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The term 1n curly brackets is the net marginal social value of rural income, 

Thus, 

T T 
s OM - s 0A = 

which, on using the rural and urban budget constraints, becomes 

T T 
t 0A - t O~ = 

This result is intuitively appealing and is stated as 

Proposition 5: When income from land ownership changes owing to migration, 

the tax burden per capita on rural consumers exceeds that on urban consumers 

by the net social value of the ensuing change in land income, where taxes are 

measured relative to shadow prices. 

Finally, equations (A.ll) and (A.l3) show that, as stated in Section 

3, the introduction of migration simply changes the weights on the derivatives • 

of urban and rural utility functions, by intrOducing the terms v6VM and .q 

\JVAP • 

The government budget constraint • 
It remains to show that the government's budget constraint may be 

derived from the equations of the model. Its revenue is 
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+ (r - s ) 0 A + (q - s ) 0 M + (s - m ) Y c c c c c c c c c 

The budget constraints for rural and urban consumers and the zero 

profit conditions in production allov this to be written as 

where R's denote government demands. 

This in turn may be written, using the market clearance conditions as 

.. 

This last, from the balance-of-payments constraint, eq~ls 
f 

• 
sFRF + sARA + scRc + muRu 

which 1S government expenditure. 

... 

-.. 
• • 
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